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The series of reviews commissioned by SPPE over the past

year shed important insights on the current state of psy-

chiatric epidemiology [1–5]. Our reading of this series has

led us into discussions of the scope and goals of our dis-

cipline, and how, within a historical context, it is expand-

ing in both predicted and unforeseen ways. In this editorial

we first reflect on the history of our field, and how the

wealth of information in these reviews provides insight into

newly emerging directions of inquiry. Then we discuss

major advances and remaining challenges in the field not

covered in the series. Finally, we consider the overall scope

and future directions of psychiatric epidemiologic inquiry

in the years to come.

Scholars have consistently sought to define the major

questions and challenges of our field. With respect to

studies of the prevalence of mental disorders in the com-

munity, Bruce and Barbara Dohrenwend marked three

generations: pre-World War II, post-World War II, and the

third generation beginning around 1980 with the publica-

tion of DSM-III and with it a consistent set of criteria to

measure psychiatric disorder prevalence [6, 7]. More

recently, for detecting causes, we [8–10] as well as others

[11, 12] called for adopting the methods of mainstream

epidemiology (with modifications) for the study of risk

factors, as well as for studying causes at multiple levels

using frameworks such as eco-epidemiology. The reviews

in this series indicate that these frameworks have been

adopted in exciting ways, but that advances in the field

have also generated unforeseen but productive questions,

methods, and lines of inquiry as well.

Collectively, the SPPE reviews indicate that among the

many advances in our field right now is a focused pursuit in

understanding the mechanisms through which social forces

and relationships become embodied in biological processes

to produce adverse mental health consequences. The per-

vasive ways in which our environments affect our health

and behavior have long been a hallmark of our field, and

yet information and questions take new and exciting shape

as we learn more about the interplay between the biological

and social. As the two SPPE reviews on gene by envi-

ronment interactions demonstrate [2, 4], our understanding

of the complexity underlying the genetic architecture of

many disorders is rapidly advancing. As a field we have

shifted attention from the identification of specific poly-

morphisms that potentiate psychiatric outcomes, to debate

and development of more nuanced and complex methods to

understand these architectures. The panorama of psychi-

atric genetics continues to shift as we learn and advance

evermore, and technology becomes increasingly sophisti-

cated. Such advance will be aided by the integration of

genetic and biological measures into community-based

epidemiological studies, which is slowly but steadily

increasing.

Of course, novel information brings new challenges and

opportunities. Notably, given that most genetic effects are

modified by environmental processes, it is ever more

urgent to focus attention on rich and diverse environmental

assessments, as discussed by Uher as well as Iyegbe et al.

[2, 4]. As globally focused studies become more feasible,

they will advance such assessment, as environmental var-

iation within particular geographically located populations

(for example, the focus of research on high-income
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countries) may not be sufficient to fully capture the enor-

mous variation in environmental exposures worldwide.

Further, while polygenetic scores such as those reviewed

by Iyegbe et al. [2] remain in early stages of development,

genomic studies have revealed large effects of individually

rare mutations that run across neurodevelopmental disor-

ders [13, 14], some of which are de novo mutations. Taken

together, there is much to be done in the field but many

exciting advances to provide the foundation for new

research avenues.

Our increasing ability to understand social mechanisms

is also exciting, as it brings the long-standing tradition in

psychiatric epidemiology of elucidating the impact of the

social environment on health to a new level. In this series

we have read reviews of epigenetic [5], inflammatory [1],

psychological, and neurobiological [3] routes through

which stress, adversity, maltreatment, and other key social

exposures of interest may adversely influence mental

health and distress. The wealth of accumulating informa-

tion is invigorating, and our ability to understand the

pathways through which social exposures and stressful

experiences influence mental health has implications for

developing the ability to modify these processes and pre-

vent disorder from occurring. However, much of this

research remains in its infancy. The field of epigenetic

research has generated enormous excitement and enthusi-

asm that we may now be able to better understand the

biological mechanisms by which the social environment so

pervasively affects health [15], yet methodological chal-

lenges have limited the extent to which research in human

populations is generating substantial insights [16]. Simi-

larly, new technology in neuroimaging and other neuro-

biological techniques have exponentially increased the

scientific literature about how disorders manifest in the

brain [17], but the methods remain in development. The

history of our field is long and rich with a commitment to

understanding how social factors, including societal fac-

tors, familial relationships, and adversity shape mental

health and wellbeing [7, 18, 19].

The new tools, collaboration, and information hold

promise for our ability to dramatically increase our

understanding of etiology, but this potential has not yet, for

the most part, been realized. Rather, it is humbling that

perhaps what we have learned most is that the etiology of

most psychiatric disorders is more complex that we envi-

sioned even a decade ago. In that way, the current scope of

psychiatric epidemiology can be viewed as having a

foundation laid by the work of the last century and the

theoretical models of the past 20 years, integrating new

scientific complexities and shifting our frames to incorpo-

rate new discoveries [20].

It is critical to note, however, that innovation in our field

is not limited to advances in biological and genetic

psychiatry as described in these reviews. Global mental

health has, in the past 10 years, become a major area of

epidemiologic research, which was largely unforeseen at

the turn of the century. This focus on understanding the

drivers of and interventions to reduce the burden of mental

disorders worldwide has the potential to be transforma-

tional for the field, as increasingly all health, including

mental health, is being conceptualized as a human right

that requires global commitment and resources mobilized

in international collaborations [21]. Further, we are

developing massive and well-designed international data

resources, with longitudinal registries of populations. As

one of many possible examples, the iCare study was

recently initiated to examine risk factors and trends in

autism combining a host of complex registries and data

systems in seven different countries [22]. There has been a

proliferation of multi-level and multi-national studies, and

we are beginning to execute global and multi-generational

studies as well. Though comparisons remain observational

in nature, these large studies confirm the critical role of

social factors in the production of mental health outcomes.

We have also begun to better understand factors that are at

least in part socially determined or manifestations of social

processes, and that have direct implications for testing

mechanisms, such as father’s age at conception [23] and

prenatal malnutrition [24].

There remain additional challenges to the field that

were covered in less detail in the review series. First, the

debate over the reliability and validity of our measures

of mental illness continues to be a major source of

contention in the field. With the publication of the new

version of the DSM this year came a renewed focus on

what we mean by psychiatric disorders, and how best to

measure them. The National Institute of Mental Health

and others have encouraged a shift of focus away from

traditionally defined categorical definitions of psychiatric

disorders toward an approach that corresponds better

with what we are beginning to learn about their under-

lying pathophysiology [25, 26]. Debates over measure-

ment are non-trivial, as they have major implications for

all stakeholders, including researchers, public health

practitioners, clinicians, insurers, and consumers. Second,

understanding the evolution of psychiatric disorders over

the life course remains a critical aspect of the field,

given what we have learned about the early origins, from

fetal development to childhood, of many psychiatric

disorders. At the other end of the life course, the

demographics of the world population has shifted in the

past several decades, and we can portend a large increase

in the proportion of the population that is over 65.

Research on mental health during the aging process is

underserved and critical. Third, there is renewed aware-

ness and interest in defining and studying positive mental
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health and wellbeing [27], which is an important area for

public health focus.

Fourth, while there is undeniably an increase in our

potential ability to accomplish new scientific goals, the

translation of the findings into public health and clinical

improvements, on a global scale, remains to be demon-

strated. There are reasons, however, to be optimistic.

Genomic medicine is advancing, elucidation of the neu-

robiology of behavior is fielding many new hypotheses

about clinical translation [28], and the availability of large

data resources will likely enhance this effort. The advance

of the global mental health movement is creating the

capacity to apply not only current but also future advances

outside the context of the high-income countries which

comprise only a minority of the world’s population. The

major mental health burden currently being experienced

globally [29] is receiving increasing attention [30]. Thomas

Insel recently wrote that the recent World Economic Forum

in Davos, Switzerland included an ‘‘unprecedented’’ focus

on improving mental health worldwide, and extended the

commonly used phrase ‘‘no health without mental health’’

to ‘‘no wealth without mental health’’ [31], due to the high

medical costs and loss of productivity claimed by mental

illness. While the identification and quantification of risk

factors for mental illness is a cornerstone of psychiatric

epidemiology, more public health ‘wins’ in reducing the

burden of mental illness are urgently needed. Within this

context, it is worth emphasizing that psychiatric epidemi-

ologists must be vigilant towards pursuing a research

program of consequence to those most marginalized. As

such, a greater focus on identification, treatment and social

justice for individuals with psychiatric disorders must

remain at the forefront of our mission as public health

researchers.

Taken together, how do we conceptualize the scope of

our field, and is it shifting? This question remains to be

answered in the fullness of time, but there are several

reasons to think that our scope as a field is expanding and

becoming increasingly integrated with other areas of epi-

demiology and public health. The SPPE reviews illustrate

one part of that shift, including that we now have the

potential to focus on the mechanisms through which social

factors penetrate. We have improved our ability to test

biological mechanisms underlying our epidemiologically

observed associations between environmental factors and

psychiatric disorders. More broadly, the field is increas-

ingly designing and executing studies that are globally

focused, multilevel, and multigenerational. These changes

perhaps illustrate the shifts necessary in the field that have

been called for within the past several decades, but also

reflect new and interesting findings and methods that have

been developed.

In summary, as described in this series of reviews, the

scientific and methodological advances in our under-

standing of psychiatric health are promising. We are

learning about the complexity of the genetic architecture

underlying psychiatric disorders, the neural mechanisms

through which disorders occur and affect mood and

behavior, and the ways in which social and environ-

mental conditions influence health in both positive and

negative ways. At the same time, of course, is the need

for capacity building to treat psychiatric disorders glob-

ally [32, 33]. The expansion of psychiatric epidemiology

to low- and middle-income countries has the potential to

be transformative, especially coupled with the ability to

work multi-disciplinarily combining experts in the social

and cultural conditions through which mental illness

arises along with neuroscientific advances in our under-

standing of mechanism. These efforts more than all

others have the potential to reshape the population bur-

den of mental illness, leading potentially to a new and

productive generation of our field. As we move forward,

an eye toward continuing to advance many of the chal-

lenges our field still faces, as well as always remaining

vigilant to the need for translation of our work into

improved population health [34], will provide the nec-

essary foundations to ensure that our studies truly have

consequence for both understanding psychiatric disorders

and improving the lives of those around the world who

continue to suffer with illness and distress.
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